A NOTE ON PRINTING...
While we’ve tried to set us this activity book to be as user-friendly as possible, we understand that there can be caveats to printing at home.

Our recommendation is to print the book single-sided and in color. And, if you run into trouble solving a puzzle, there’s an answer key on the last page.

Enjoy!

Who is Armie?!

Armie Dillo is a nine-banded armadillo from amazing Austin, Texas!

With so many fun and exciting things to explore around this town, Armie loves using CapMetro to travel all over the city. So keep an eye out for Armie, who’s always looking for another great Austin adventure!
Have you ever played Sudoku? It’s a puzzle set up on a 9 by 9 square that lets you use logic to fill in the grid with numbers. The objective is to fill each column, each row and each of the subgrids with all of the digits from 1 to 9.

Wordoku is the same, except you use letters instead of numbers. And when you complete the puzzle correctly, a word is spelled out somewhere across the grid!

On the right is a simple version of Wordoku to try. You can only use the letters already on the board. Start by looking at those letters and determine what’s missing in each subgrid.

Now let’s try a harder one! Ask an adult for help if you’re really stuck, or find the answers in the back.
WHICH ROUTE?!
Help Armie get to Batthew’s bridge
DISCOVERS THE PYRAMIDS

Our buddy Capy the CapMetro Bus has found himself lost in the desert! Cut out all the pieces on this page to help him explore the wild landscape. What mysteries await our brave traveler? Only you can find out.
Let the adventure begin!

The fun continues on the next page!
Finish drawing the scene below. What kind of things would Capy find in the desert? A camel, palm trees, a scary mummy, other friendly explorers ... the only limit is your imagination!
ACROSS
2. They drive the bus
5. The wheels on the bus go _____
6. A school bus is yellow, but a MetroBus is _____
10. The MetroRail train station downtown is called ____
12. Austin’s train service

DOWN
1. _____ & Ride
3. Downtown riders transfer to a new bus at ____
4. The name of our bus-riding armadillo friend
7. Commuters ride the bus to their ____
8. Longhorns ride these busses
9. Nickname for Capital Metro
11. Students ride CapMetro for ____
COLOR - CUT - PLAY!

MetroRail Conductor Hat

Fold for hat brim!
ZENdoodle

Shhhhh. Find inner peace while you color the patterns.

More Zendoodle on the next page!
**ZENdoodle**

Now, try filling the bus with your own tangle of doodles and patterns!

Use the pattern ideas below or use your imagination to create something new!

Try out some of your own pattern ideas!
A-MAZE-ING!
Help Armie take the bus Downtown!
WORD SEARCH!

Help Armie find all of the words listed below!

N I A R T L N C S A T P V E J T V E R S
B F Z R E P A U A M M E G X V K T S Q T
N Z S Z P P R J X C G V G B U S N A T E
Z K O W M U L X E N L D R I B Y D A L E
P T F E G A Y O T G D K E B C R P D A R
T A T C T J K Z X E H L E F G K M D L T
B R S I I Y T W E Y W G N I F Q O I U S
O N P S K S H G V X B H B Q W P V W T S
S A R B E C U A S F Z H E H R Q S J P M
C Q M O Z N P M Q I T H L E W J F T H W
O I U X H Y G T Z G M T T M L M C R V O
N B L S I G C E F V U J P K B S A V R B
V P F S C G N T R Z K P N K B U C Q K N
P Z T G L M N O G S A N J Y D O T H I A
Y A S G N Q C F L A U S T I N L U I R R
B P F O O I A Q M Q C J J Z I F S M L C
M O G K I A J T L L W D V V K A I H N H
N H X D I D Z K H E M L T J E E P Y I G
T L D F A H U W R A U L I B Y J L I N U
Z F J V L R T N Y Q A S O S N X L Y M K

BUS
CAPMETRO
ARMIE
TRAIN
CAPITAL
TEXAS
LONGHORN
PASSENGERS
LADYBIRD
CACTUS
BATS
GREENBELT
AUSTIN
WHEELS
MUSIC
STREETS
MAD LIBS!

The Wheels on CapMetro

1. PART OF VEHICLE 1: ______________________
2. ADJECTIVE 1: ______________________
3. PLACE IN AUSTIN: ______________________
4. PART OF VEHICLE 2: ______________________
5. VERB 1: ______________________
6. PLACE IN AUSTIN: ______________________
7. INSTRUMENT 1: ______________________
8. SOUND 1: ______________________
9. PLACE IN AUSTIN: ______________________
10. PART OF VEHICLE 3: ______________________
11. VERB 2: ______________________
12. VERB 3: ______________________
13. PLACE IN AUSTIN: ______________________
14. PERSON: ______________________
15. EXCLAMATION: ______________________
16. PLACE IN AUSTIN: ______________________

The fun continues on the next page!
MAD LIBS!

The Wheels on CapMetro

The _______ on the bus go _______ and _______.

_______ and _______, _______ and _______.

The _______ on the bus go _______ and _______.

All through the ________ ________________.

The _______ on the bus go _______ and _______.

_______ and _______, _______ and _______.

The _______ on the bus go _______ and _______.

All through the ________ ________________.

The _______ on the bus goes _______ and _______.

_______ and _______, _______ and _______.

The _______ on the bus goes _______ and _______.

All through the ________ ________________.

The _______ on the bus go _______ and _______.

_______ and _______, _______ and _______.

The _______ on the bus go _______ and _______.

All through the ________ ________________.

The ________ on the bus says “_________”,

“_________”, “_________”.

The ________ on the bus says “_________”

All through the ________ ________________.
ANSWERS!

Where cars rest when you’re riding the bus

Our bus drivers' top concern

Wordoku answers